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Admin Division Post-Conference Unit Report for the Global Initiatives Committee
Submitted by: Mehvash Ali (Outgoing Chair) mehvash@aus.edu and Susan Corner (Incoming Chair) diradva@uvic.ca
Please complete the forms below, drawing from the report you submitted to begin this year in November 2019. Bring forward the information from your previous report, and
then complete the two final columns on page 2. August 1, 2020 is the due date for this year-end report. Send to Reps: Teri Farr (tjfarr@illinois.edu), Carol Pollard
(Carol.Pollard@unt.edu) and EO liaison, Leigh Cunningham (Leigh@ksu.edu). Thank you!

Projects for this Year:
Visiting Advisor Program

Glossary of Terms

Global Lounge

Strategic Goal that applies
SG # 2 and 4

SG # 2 and 4

SG # 4

SG # 2 and 4
NACADA Friends Network

Similar to last year, GIC will put forward a recommendation to the international conference planning committee to encourage presentation of
posters from advisors in different countries outlining how advising is structured in their institutions and identifying any professional advising
associations in their countries. This will facilitate information sharing on international advising practices.

SG #4
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Bring forward the information from your November 2019 year-beginning report, and then complete the two final columns.

1

NACADA
Strategic
Goal(s)

(List
strategic
goal(s) to
which the
outcome
is related)

SG # 4

2

Specific desired
outcome

(What you want to
occur as a result of
your efforts; what
you want someone
to know, do, or
value)

Make
recommendations
to the
Administrative
Division
Representatives
and the
Conference
planning
committee
regarding the
continuation of the
Global Lounge at
future conferences
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Actions, activities, or
opportunities for
outcome to occur
(What processes need
to be in place to
achieve desired
outcome)

1) Review the
process of
implementing
the Global
Lounge at the
2019 Annual
Conference and
the feedback
received from
attendees.
2) Revise desirable
features of the
Global Lounge.
3) Make
recommendatio
ns for inclusion
of the Global
Lounge in future
conferences
based on
assessment as
appropriate
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Outcome
measurements &
related data
instrument(s)

(How you will specifically
measure for the outcome
and any instruments you
will specifically use e.g.
survey, focus group)

1) Annual conference
survey questions
related to the
Global Lounge
2) Feedback from GIC
members involved
in planning the
Global Lounge
3) Feedback from
members who were
hosting the Global
Lounge
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6

7

8

Other groups or
individuals (if any) to
connect with in
achieving this
outcome

Challenges (if
any)
anticipated in
achieving this
outcome

Progress toward
achieving outcome

Future action(s)
based on data
(Data-informed
decisions)

1.
2.

Budget and space
constraints

Due to COVID-19
pandemic, 2020
International
Conference in
Greece was
postponed to the
following year.

We will continue to
assess the Global
Lounge via
conference survey
and make
improvements as
needed.

For the 2020 Annual
Conference, several
improvements to
the Global Lounge
have been identified
based on feedback
from the 2019
Annual Conference.
GIC and the GIC EO
Liaison, Rhonda
Baker will be
working with the EO
and the conference
committees for
implementation.

Given the current
global issues
impacting members’
ability to travel, GIC
can explore
enhancing the Global
Lounge to include
virtual opportunities
for participation.

(List any plans or
opportunities for
collaboration with
other Committees,
Advisory Boards or
units regarding this
outcome)

3.

Farrah Turner
International
Conference
Advisory Board
Annual
Conference
Advisory Board

(How you plan to
address
difficulties that may
arise as you work to
achieve the
outcome)

